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Identifies and describes specific government assistance opportunities such as loans, grants, counseling, and procurement contracts available
under many agencies and programs.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International XML Database Symposium, XSym 2003, held in Berlin, Germany in
September 2003. The 18 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. The papers are organized
in topical sections on XML-relational database management systems, XML query processing, systems and tools for XML data processing,
XML access structures, stream processing and updates, and design issues.
Design of complex artifacts and systems requires the cooperation of multidisciplinary design teams using multiple sophisticated commercial
and non-commercial engine- ing tools such as CAD tools, modeling, simulation and optimization software, en- neering databases, and
knowledge-based systems. Individuals or individual groups of multidisciplinary design teams usually work in parallel and independently with
various engineering tools, which are located on different sites, often for quite a long period of time. At any moment, individual members may
be working on different versions of a design or viewing the design from various perspectives, at different levels of details. In order to meet
these requirements, it is necessary to have efficient comput- supported collaborative design systems. These systems should not only
automate in- vidual tasks, in the manner of traditional computer-aided engineering tools, but also enable individual members to share
information, collaborate, and coordinate their activities within the context of a design project. Based on close international collaboration
between the University of Technology of Compiègne in France and the Institute of Computing Technology of the Chinese Ac- emy of
Sciences in the early 1990s, a series of international workshops on CSCW in Design started in 1996. In order to facilitate the organization of
these workshops, an International Working Group on CSCW in Design (CSCWD) was established and an International Steering Committee
was formed in 1998. The series was converted to int- national conferences in 2000 building on the success of the four previous workshops.
The refereed proceedings of the 20th British National Conference on Databases, BNCOD 20, held in Coventry, UK, in July 2003. The 20
revised full papers presented together with abstracts of 2 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections on XML and semi-structured data; performance in searching and mining; transformation, integration,
and extension; events and transactions; and personalization and the Web.
"This book provides an understanding of major issues, current practices and the main ideas in the field of Web data management, helping
readers to identify current and emerging issues, as well as future trends. The most important aspects are discussed: Web data mining,
content management on the Web, Web applications and Web services"--Provided by publisher.

Steve Staley and Constance Staley’s FOCUS ON COLLEGE AND CAREER SUCCESS is uniquely equipped to turn the tides
regarding retention among first-year college students, particularly at career, technical, and proprietary schools. Visually appealing,
research-based, and highly motivational, this text thoroughly engages students with direct applications and immediate results.
Steve Staley has been teaching at Colorado Technical University for 30 years and is intimately familiar with the specialized student
needs of career and technical students. Constance Staley, one of the best-known names in the field of motivation and student
engagement, provides a wealth of tools to help students of varied learning styles succeed in their first year of college and beyond.
Thoroughly researched, the text covers the topics most important to student success and incorporates the underlying themes of
professionalism, motivation, and self-discipline throughout. Rather than talking down to students or speaking over their heads,
FOCUS ON COLLEGE AND CAREER SUCCESS initiates a personal and informal conversation with readers, directly connecting
them with and drawing them into text discussions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Eastern and Southern African Regional Branch of the International Council of Archives (ESARBICA) is dedicated to keeping
and preserving records and documents so they may be accessible to the public. Constant research and re-examination of current
record-keeping methods, such as the Electronic Document and Records Management System (EDRMS), is necessary to ensure
the preservation and dissemination of information. Cases on Electronic Record Management in the ESARBICA Region is an
essential reference source that shares case studies on the development and implementation of records management strategies
including the procurement and implementation of EDRMS. Covering topics such as record management strategy development, erecords readiness, and legal frameworks, this book is ideally designed for archivists, librarians, records specialists, knowledge
managers, ICT professionals, policymakers, system analysts, project managers, legal officers, academicians, researchers, and
students.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers
worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series
and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
In a globalised economy, the key issue is not necessarily geographical co-location of the links in the publishing supply chain, but
rather it is the identification of productive differences between countries. This volume provides a comprehensive look at services
and strategies for working effectively in the global market for publishing services.
The prevalent on-demand services that are available in other walks of life must be adapted to the education and learning field if
training departments are to be successful in the new millennium. The book includes a comprehensive profile of the on-demand
learner and a checklist for action for purveyors of learning and identifies strategies to maximize the effectiveness of on-demand
learning solutions and provides ways to match learners with solutions that work.
As Information Management put it, "On the strength of its currency and coverage alone, Franks' book is poised to take over as the
recommended go-to reference for both students and RIM professionals for many years to come.” The new second edition
cements this work’s status as an up-to-date classic, its content updated and expanded to address emerging technologies, most
notably blockchain, and evolving standards and practices. Inside, Franks presents complete coverage of the records and
information lifecycle model, encompassing paper, electronic (databases, office suites, email), and new media records (blogs, chat
messages, and software as a service). Informed by an advisory board of experts in the field and with contributions by noted
authorities, the text addresses such key topics as the origins and development of records and information;the discipline of
information governance and developing a strategic records management plan;creation/capture and classification;retention
strategies, inactive records management, archives, and long-term preservation;access, storage, and retrieval;electronic records
and electronic records management systems;the latest on rapidly evolving technologies such as web records, social media, and
mobile devices;vital records, disaster preparedness and recovery, and business continuity;monitoring, auditing, and risk
management; andeducation and training. This book’s authoritative blend of theory and practice makes it a matchless resource for
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everyone in the archives and records management field. Instructor/trainer extras include a set of ready-to-go, customizable
PowerPoint slides to accompany the text. Examination copies are available for instructors who are interested in adopting this title
for course use.
Health Informatics: An Interprofessional Approach was awarded first place in the 2013 AJN Book of the Year Awards in the
Information Technology/Informatics category. Get on the cutting edge of informatics with Health Informatics, An Interprofessional
Approach. Covering a wide range of skills and systems, this unique title prepares you for work in today’s technology-filled clinical
field. Topics include clinical decision support, clinical documentation, provider order entry systems, system implementation,
adoption issues, and more. Case studies, abstracts, and discussion questions enhance your understanding of these crucial areas
of the clinical space. 31 chapters written by field experts give you the most current and accurate information on continually
evolving subjects like evidence-based practice, EHRs, PHRs, disaster recovery, and simulation. Case studies and attached
discussion questions at the end of each chapter encourage higher level thinking that you can apply to real world experiences.
Objectives, key terms and an abstract at the beginning of each chapter provide an overview of what each chapter will cover.
Conclusion and Future Directions section at the end of each chapter reinforces topics and expands on how the topic will continue
to evolve. Open-ended discussion questions at the end of each chapter enhance your understanding of the subject covered.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Database and Expert Systems Applications,
DEXA '97, held in Toulouse, France, September 1997. The 62 revised full papers presented in the book, together with three invited
contributions, were selected from a total of 159 submissions. The papers are organized in sections on modeling, object-oriented
databases, active and temporal aspects, images, integrity constraints, multimedia databases, deductive databases and knowledgebased systems, allocation concepts, data interchange, digital libraries, transaction concepts, learning issues, optimization and
performance, query languages, maintenance, federated databases, uncertainty handling and qualitative reasoning, and software
engineering and reusable software.
PROC DOCUMENT by Example Using SAS demonstrates the practical uses of the DOCUMENT procedure, a part of the Output
Delivery System, in SAS 9.3. Michael Tuchman explains how to work with PROC DOCUMENT, which is designed to store your
SAS procedure output for replay at a later time without having to rerun your original SAS code. You’ll learn how to: save a
collection of procedure output, descriptive text, and supporting graphs that can be replayed as a single unit save output once and
distribute that same output in a variety of ODS formats such as HTML, CSV, and PDF create custom reports by comparing output
from the same procedure run at different points in time create a table of contents for your output modify the appearance of both
textual and graphical ODS output even if the original data is no longer available or easily accessible manage your tabular and
graphical output by using descriptive labels, titles, and footnotes rearrange the original order of output in a procedure to suit your
needs After using this book, you’ll be able to quickly and easily create libraries of professional-looking output that are accessible
at any time. This book is part of the SAS Press program.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and services.
Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network and IT executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing, implementing and managing the
voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce.
"PC Netlink Server Software" is Sun's latest offering designed to allow Sun servers to support PC client services. This book is the bible for
administrators and planners who need vital information for planning and implementing enterprise-capable PC NetLink Server systems.
This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates University of California Press's mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes highquality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand technology. This title was originally published in 1993.
Catalog of reports, decisions and opinions, testimonies and speeches.
GAO Documents

"This book is specifically written for architecture students about to begin their careers"-InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
Contains an inventory of evaluation reports produced by and for selected Federal agencies, including GAO evaluation reports that
relate to the programs of those agencies.
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